INCIDENT:  Vehicle Collision/ Fatal

LOCATION:  Annapolis Rd. (EB) @ Millstream Dr. – Bowie, MD   LOCATION TYPE:  Street

DATE & TIME OF INCIDENT:  6/28/16 @ 1227 hrs   LOCATION NAME:  Public Road

SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT:  On 6/28/16 at approximately 1227hrs, Bowie Police officers were dispatched to the intersection of Annapolis Road and Millstream Drive for a report of vehicle collision. Preliminary investigation revealed that vehicle one (PT Cruiser) was travelling east on Annapolis Road approaching Millstream Drive. Vehicle 1 failed to slow down and stop before striking the rear of vehicle 2 (Dump Truck), which was stopping for a red signal. The driver of Vehicle 1 sustained severe injuries and was transported to Bowie Health Center where he was pronounced dead. The driver of Vehicle 2 did not report any injuries at the time of the collision. The incident is being investigated by the Bowie Police Accident Investigation Unit. There were no other injuries to report.

SUSPECT DESCRIPTION / ARRESTED:

VICTIM / PERSON INJURED AND /OR PROPERTY DAMAGE:
VICTIM (Deceased): M/58 Yrs/ Bowie resident

ADMINISTRATION:

REPORTING OFFICER:  PFC. SAUNDERS#71   SUPERVISOR ON SCENE:  SGT. PETERSON
COMMANDER NOTIFIED:  LT. STANLEY/Cpt WOHKITTEL   AT:  1235 HRS
OTHER COMMAND NOTIFICATIONS:  ___________________ RESPONDING DIVISIONS: bowie accident unit
INVESTIGATION ASSIGNED TO:  ___________________ CASE STATUS:
APPROVED FOR MEDIA RELEASE?  ___________ MEDIA NOTIFIED?  ___________

UNUSUAL PREPARED BY:  Sgt. Peterson #022   SIGNATURE:  ___________________
UNUSUAL REVIEWED BY:  ___________________ SIGNATURE:  ___________________